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All my talk in two words: 
Electron’s self-energy is complex - real energy quantization leads to 
the Compton length 2,4 x 10-12 m, while imaginary energy part is 
quantized on the electric analog length 1,2 x 10-33 m 

Finite imaginary energy in the nondual physics of charged 
fields instead of the unphysical Coulomb divergence in the 
dual (particle +field) approach to reality



All textbooks say Yes, space is empty due to the laws of 
Newton and Coulomb div E = 0 for dual physics of  
measured fields and their distant (“observed”) charges

But Gustav Mie (1868-1957) said No, space is not empty, 
div E = f (|E|) ≠ 0 for continuous sources in nondual physics 
of charged material fields !!!

The millennium problem of the Ancient Greeks
Is space empty in physical reality? 



Drawing by Rea Irvin;
1929 The New Yorker
Magazine, Inc.

A 1929 cartoon:
"People slowly 
accustomed themselves 
to the idea that the 
physical states of 
space itself were the 
final physical reality."
Professor
Albert Einstein



THE EVOLUTION OF PHYSICS,  
A.Einstein and L.Infeld,  Cambridge Press,1938

We could regard matter as the regions in space where the field 
is extremely strong. In this way a new philosophical background could 
be created. Its final aim would be the explanation of all events in nature 
by structure laws valid always and everywhere. A thrown stone is, from 
this point of view, a changing field, where the states of greatest field
intensity travel through space with the velocity of the stone. 

There would be no place, in our new physics, for both field and matter, 
field being the only reality. 

This new view is suggested by the great achievements of field physics, 
by our success in expressing the laws of electricity, magnetism, 
gravitation in the form of structure laws, and finally by the equivalence 
of mass and energy. 

Our ultimate problem would be to modify our field laws in such a way 
that they would not break down for regions in which the energy is 
enormously concentrated.”







Continuation of the extended electron problem



“Einstein’s gravitation for Machian relativism of nonlocal 
energy-charges” Int. J. Theor. Phys. 47, 1261 (2008)
Full similarity of GR and EM theories in nondual physics of  
nonempty charged space



Logarithmic potential is the strong field solution for 
elementary radial charges in Maxwell’s electrostatics

В – the universal potential for complex self-
energy of gravitational and electric charges

Half of the radial charge q =ie is within 
the sphere of this fundamental radius 



Mass-energy unification with electric charge-energy: 

Bulyzhenkov, Pure field physics of continuous charges without singularities, 
Proceedings of “Gravitation: 100 years after GR”, p.317, Recontres de  Moriond
2015, La Thuile, Italy  http://moriond.in2p3.fr/Proceedings/2015/Moriond_Grav_2015.pdf

Complex Charge Densities Unify Particles with Fields 
and Gravitation with Electricity, 
Bulletin of Lebedev Physics Inst, v4, N4 (2016) p.140;

Pure field electrodynamics of continuous complex charges, 
Tutorial of the 4th year course, MIPT, Moscow 2015
ISBN 978-5-7417-0554-4. Physics in Higher Education (in 
Russian) v22 (2016) p.59, http://pinhe.lebedev.ru/;

http://moriond.in2p3.fr/Proceedings/2015/Moriond_Grav_2015.pdf


substance – localized 
masses ,R≠0

R00 – g00R/2 =0 
R00=0 и R=0 
empty space

Point matter (leading to singularities)
has been postulated from 
practice rather than from
logic or analytical math 

Point particle -
operator δ-density



High mass density: R≠0 

By accepting continuous material space           
without singularities we comply with

t       the same observations in practice

Very low mass density: R≠0
High mass density: R≠0

10−36 m

Infinitely extended particle 

Einstein’s curvature R00 – g00R/2 =0 at R ≠ 0 
leads to static metrics without singularities  !



Bulyzhenkov, Geometrization of Radial Particles in 
Non-Empty Space Complies with Tests of General 

Relativity, Jour. Mod. Phys. 2012, 3, 1465-1478



Nondual Classical Electrodynamics of charged fields   

Maxwell’s equations in purely field terms for 
4-momentum of electric energy flows                   :

Einstein’s equations takes the same form for non-relativistic 
energy flows. Therefore, magnetic monopoles in Classical 
Electrodynamics and same gravimagnetic monopoles in General 
Relativity have equal theoretical rights to be discussed 
or to be searched in experiments.



Fluxoid quantization for the point particle 



External magnetic flux through instantaneous loops is ultimately
formed by electron’s Coulomb energy in external electric fields, while
mechanical flux - by real self-energy m0c2. The inertial mass m0 might
originate, due to 4D Sommerfeld quantization rule, from real energy
self-interactions between imaginary densities of the elementary
electric charge (after their violation of the spherical symmetry).



1967 Sakharov’s idea – inertia is a residual property of 
vacuum electromagnetic fields 

London mechanic+magnetic fluxoid

Dualism of continuous fields and discrete states belongs to 
London’s fluxoid quantization (for Cooper pairs take 2m, 2e_o) 

The real mass m is required for closed path quantization of  the 
imaginary electric charge q = -ieo. No closed paths for an infinite EM 
wave  (photon) – zero masses for it.  If the Universe is finite, 
RU = c/H, then lγ ≤2πRU and mγc2≥ ħc/ RU = ħH = 1,05 х10-34 х 2,2x10-18

= 2,32 x10-52J = 1.45 x10-33eV.

discretecontinuous                  continuous



Relativistic quantization for the extended charge 

B





Compton length electric analog lmin



NEW NONDUAL PHYSICS OF 
STRONG MATERIAL FIELDS  

Fundamental scale of the extended electron, 
half of the elementary charge inside ro

Basic constants in nondual physics of 
charged material fields are ro and rh ,
but not Sommerfeld’s α and Planck’s lp



THANK YOU
bulyzhenkov.ie@mipt.ru 
ibw@sci.lebedev.ru

Conclusions. 
There is no spatial scale in reality for an assumed

transition from nondual field physics of the quantum
microworld to dual physics of the “observed”
macroworld.

Classical Electrodynamics and General Relativity
should be redesigned ASAP in nondual terms of
material fields with high and low densities of relevant
energy flows.
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